Manual For

KLM 27 Element UHF “Bandpass Yagi” Antenna
Model KLM-420-470-27
This antenna consists of a 4-element broadband Log-Periodic surrounded by one
conventional Yagi reflector and 22 Yagi-style directors. The resulting antenna has
continuous coverage with a uniform pattern, SWR and gain across the entire amateur
UHF band from 420 to 450 MHz, making it suitable for FM operation in the 440-450
MHz range, SSB in the 432 range, and ATV in the 434-440 range.
The following pages are cleaned up 300 DPI scans of pages of the original manual
supplied with an antenna purchased in the late 1970s. These pages contain enough
dimensional data (element lengths, spacing, etc) to reproduce this antenna today.
The original 3/8ths-inch aluminum tubing antenna elements had molded-on plastic
mounting brackets/insulators. These brackets insulated the elements from the 1”
diameter aluminum tubing boom, placing them about 1/8th inch above the boom.
A possible approach to re-creating this antenna would be to use 1¼ inch diameter PVC
pipe for the boom instead. One would pass the elements through 3/8-inch diameter
holes crossing the diameter of the pipe.
The log-periodic driven elements could be bolted to a piece of 1/8th-inch think G10
glass-epoxy PC board with the right-sloping “zigs” of the log phasing harness etched
into the top surface of the PCB and the left-sloping “zags” etched into the bottom
surface of a double-sided PCB. The back end of the driven-element PCB would extend
just enough farther back to also support the single reflector element behind the log
section. The forward end of this PCB would be fitted into a slot cut into the rear end of
the PVC pipe boom for the director elements. The PCB would then be bolted and/or
epoxied into the notch.
The feed point of the 4-element log-periodic driven section is 50 ohms balanced. The
original design used a quarter-wave sleeve balun, constructed of concentric pieces of
pipe, with an integral female “N” connector at one end. A possible easier-to-fabricate
alternative balun would be a piece of coax cable with several ferrite beads, of a mix
rated for the VHF/UHF frequency range, slipped over it. One end of the cable would
have ring terminals to connect to the feed point; the other would have a cable-mount
female “N” socket attached, ready to accept a feedline with a normal male “N” plug.
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